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Berenberg Macro Flash 
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GermGermGermGerman inflation continued its modest reboundan inflation continued its modest reboundan inflation continued its modest reboundan inflation continued its modest rebound in April as food prices rose more strongly than before. The 
national inflation rate edged up from 0.3% to 0.4%, the European harmonised rate from 0.1% to 0.3%. The latter 
suggests that the Eurozone has probably officially emerged from deflation after four months. German and Euro-
zone inflation rates are likely to continue to rise, particular at the end of this year, when the oil price drop is elim-
inated from the annual comparison. Given its tight labour market, strong growth outlook and a resuming credit 
cycle, we expect Germany to continue to lead Eurozone inflation (see Chart) after more than a decade near the 
bottom of the pile. However, even German core inflation remains far away from the ECB’s target at around 1.0%, 
leaving ample room for the central bank to continue stimulating the economy with negative deposit rates and 
asset purchases. 
 
Volatile nonVolatile nonVolatile nonVolatile non----core parts of inflation were largely core parts of inflation were largely core parts of inflation were largely core parts of inflation were largely responsibleresponsibleresponsibleresponsible    for the risefor the risefor the risefor the rise    in German inflationin German inflationin German inflationin German inflation. Germany’s 
statistical office does not publish a detailed break-down with the flash release, but state-level data, for instance 
from Germany’s most populous state, North Rhine Westphalia (NRW), suggests a sharp rebound in food prices, 
which rose by 0.6% on the month. The annual rate rose from -0.1% to 1.2%, adding 0.1 percentage points to overall 
inflation. Energy inflation was largely unchanged, despite the oil price stabilisation. Core inflation, which ex-
cludes volatile food and energy, was slightly down in NRW from 1.1% to 1.0%. Alcohol, clothes and medical ser-
vices added about 0.1 ppt to inflation together, but rent inflation fell. However, inflation developments were quite 
diverse across states this months, with rates stable in Saxony and Brandenburg and falling in Baden Wuerttem-
berg, for example. 
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Highest and lowest inflation rates (HICP) of Germany, France, Italy, Sapin and the Netherlands, yoy %. Source: 
Eurostat. 
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yoy % APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    

German CPI 0.4 0.3 0.1 -0.4 0.2 0.6 

   HICP 0.3 0.1 -0.1 -0.5 0.1 0.5 

Eurozone HICP --- -0.1 -0.3 -0.6 -0.2 0.3 

 

Source: Destatis    
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